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Abstract

The goal of complex event detection is to automatically

detect whether an event of interest happens in temporally

untrimmed long videos which usually consist of multiple

video shots. Observing some video shots in positive (resp.

negative) videos are irrelevant (resp. relevant) to the given

event class, we formulate this task as a multi-instance learn-

ing (MIL) problem by taking each video as a bag and the

video shots in each video as instances. To this end, we

propose a new MIL method, which simultaneously learns

a linear SVM classifier and infers a binary indicator for

each instance in order to select reliable training instances

from each positive or negative bag. In our new objec-

tive function, we balance the weighted training errors and

a l1-l2 mixed-norm regularization term which adaptively

selects reliable shots as training instances from different

videos to have them as diverse as possible. We also de-

velop an alternating optimization approach that can effi-

ciently solve our proposed objective function. Extensive ex-

periments on the challenging real-world Multimedia Event

Detection (MED) datasets MEDTest-14, MEDTest-13 and

CCV clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed

MIL approach for complex event detection.

1. Introduction

Complex event detection has attracted increasing atten-

tion in recent years. It aims to automatically detect an event

of interest in temporally untrimmed long videos. Unlike

human action recognition [27, 23, 22, 26] where actions are
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well-defined and videos are constrained, complex event de-

tection is more challenging where the target event is com-

plex and may only occur within a short period of time.

The existing works [25, 4] proposed to use different

strategies to exploit temporal information for complex event

detection. By decomposing the complex event like “groom-

ing a dog” as a set of actions like “prepare water”, “walk

to dog”, “groom dog”, “leave dog” and “clean up”, Tang et

al. [25] adopted a Hidden Markov Model based approach to

model the complex event. Cheng et al. [4] used a sequence

memorizer approach [28] to exploit temporal information

by treating each video shot as an individual visual word.

However, the performance is still not quite satisfactory be-

cause it is a non-trivial task to effectively exploit tempo-

ral information in long videos like those from MEDTest-

13 and MEDTest-14. Meanwhile, researchers also explored

information from Wikipedia to provide more detailed ex-

planation and definition for each complex event. Chang et

al. [3] proposed to first prioritize the shots according to the

salience scores from some pre-trained concept detectors,

and then used a SVM based method to exploit ordering in-

formation of semantic concepts. Yan et al. [32] proposed

a dictionary learning approach for complex event detection,

in which the dictionary consists of a set of selected mean-

ingful concepts for all events. However, these approaches

heavily depend on human knowledge in order to design the

elementary concepts for each complex event. It remains un-

clear what and how many concept detectors should be pre-

trained for arbitrary events.

Recently, Li et al. [17] proposed a dynamic pooling

method based on sliding windows. However, this slid-

ing window based approach is computationally expensive.

Moreover, the work in [13] partitioned each untrimmed long

video as a set of video shots and used the multi-instance

learning method ∝-SVM [35] for complex event detection.

The major limitation of this work is the assumption that al-

most all video shots in positive bags are positive and all
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video shots in negative bags are negative, which is overstrict

in the real-world complex event detection applications.

In this work, we first partition each untrimmed long

video as a set of video shots. For each event class, we

observe that some video shots in positive (resp. nega-

tive) videos are irrelevant (resp. relevant) to this event.

This problem becomes even more severe for long videos.

To address the unreliability issue, we formulate the com-

plex event detection task as a multi-instance learning (MIL)

problem by treating each video as a bag and the video shots

in this video as instances. In contrast to the existing MIL

methods that directly infer the labels of instances, we de-

velop a new multi-instance learning method for complex

event detection by identifying reliable instances from posi-

tive and negative bags. We propose a new objective function

to simultaneously learn a linear SVM classifier and infer a

binary indicator for each instance. The indicator indicates

whether this instance is selected as a reliable instance.

In this paper, we only consider the training errors from

the selected reliable shots because the unreliable shots could

be misleading, e.g., some shots may reside in the oppo-

site side of the hyperplane. Thus, we directly discard them

when training the SVM classifier. We additionally intro-

duce a l1-l2 mixed-norm regularization term, which adap-

tively selects reliable instances from different bags to have

them as diverse as possible. Existing MIL methods usu-

ally restrict that all instances in a negative bag are all neg-

ative. However, this restriction could be too strict for shots

in long videos. For example, when training a detector for

the event “birthday party”, a negative video may contain a

shot of people singing. In this case, the shot of “singing”

should not be used as a negative instance because birthday

part may also have “singing” shots. Therefore, our algo-

rithm relaxes the hard constraint and allows a certain per-

centage noisy instances in both positive and negative bags.

Specifically, we impose a new constraint by guaranteeing a

minimum percentage of reliable instances to be selected for

each positive/negative bag, which generalizes the constraint

in the conventional MIL methods (see Sec 2 for more de-

tails). To solve our non-trivial optimization problem, we

develop an efficient alternating optimization approach to it-

eratively solve a weighted SVM optimization problem and

infer the binary indicators for all instances.

2. Related Works

Hand-crafted and deep features for videos. Large

progress has been made in generating compact and discrim-

inative representations for video, particularly with the suc-

cess of deep convolution neural networks. Wang et al. [27]

proposed Improved Dense Trajectory (IDT) by extracting

descriptors along dense tracked trajectories, which achieved

good results on action recognition datasets but is computa-

tionally expensive. Two-stream convolutional neural net-

works [23] consist of a static frame stream and an addi-

tional optical flow stream that takes stacked optical flow

images as inputs. It achieves comparable performance to

IDT and has motivated many researchers to use convolu-

tion neural networks for video motion modeling. C3D net-

works [26], on the other hand, directly use 3D convolutional

network to learn spatio-temporal representations for short

video clips. Motion modeling is important in action recog-

nition where videos usually have 5-20 seconds duration.

However, motion information can be noisy in real-world

untrimmed long videos. For example, in most user gener-

ated YouTube videos, camera motion is not constrained and

the quality of optical flow varies. In this work, we focus on

complex event detection where videos are untrimmed (usu-

ally in 2-3 minutes) and more diverse than videos in action

recognition datasets.

Multi-instance learning. Multi-instance learning (MIL)

methods can be generally classified as bag-based MIL and

instance-based MIL. The instance-based approaches like

mi-SVM [1], MIL-CPB [15] and KI-SVM [18] explicitly

infer the labels of instances, while bag-based approaches

like MI-SVM [1] and Sparse MIL [2] do not infer their la-

bels. In most existing MIL methods, the commonly used

assumption is that each positive bag consists of at least one

positive instance, while all instances in a negative bag are

negative. This constraint was relaxed as a more general

constraint in [15] that each positive bag consists of at least

a certain percentage of positive instances. A similar con-

straint was also used in [35]. Recently, Liu et al. [20] used

key instances that are selected by a clustering algorithm for

MIL. However, the key instances voted by the clustering al-

gorithm sometimes can not stand for the reliable instances

when most of the instances are around the optimal hyper-

plane. Li et al. [16] trained a classifier by using top-k in-

stances that are most likely to be positive (SMIL-TopK).

The problem is that a fixed number of positive instances is

not reasonable in many practical applications. Furthermore,

this strategy fails to use as many training data as possible

and will suffer from over-fitting when k is too small. Zhang

et al. [37] integrated self-paced learning (SPL)[11] into mi-

SVM, but they still flip instances’ labels during training.

Duchenne et al. [5] proposed an MIL-inspired discrimina-

tive clustering method to find segment locations of the ac-

tion of interest. For complex event detection, the modified

K-Means method cannot achieve satisfactory clustering re-

sults, which will degrade the performance of the SVM clas-

sifier. In contrast to these MIL methods, we propose a new

MIL method by identifying reliable instances.

3. Multi-instance learning by selecting reliable

instances (MIL-SRI)

In this section, we present our proposed new multi-

instance learning method for complex event detection. The
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Figure 1: An illustration of the training process of the detector for the event “dog show” by using our MIL-SRI method.

framework for complex event detection is shown in Fig 1.

After partitioning each untrimmed long video as a set of

video shots, we extract the Convolutional Neural Network

(CNN) features from a set of uniformly sampled key-frames

in each video shot. The frame features are then merged as

a single feature vector to represent the video shot by us-

ing pooling methods. Next, the shot labels are initialized

as the corresponding video label and the linear SVM classi-

fier is Single Instance Learning SVM (SIL-SVM) [2]. Then

the framework selects reliable shots to learn and update the

classifier, until no more shots are added into the reliable shot

set. We define three types of instances in our model:

• Reliable instances. Positive (resp. negative) instances

in positive (resp. negative) bags.

• Ambiguous instances. Instances that are difficult to be

defined or classified as positive or negative instances.

• Noisy instances. Positive (resp. negative) instances in

negative (resp. positive) bags.

The three types of shots in videos are illustrated in Fig 2 (a).

3.1. Problem Formulation

Suppose we have V videos and xi
v is the feature vector

of the i-th shot in the v-th video. In our method, each shot

is considered as an “instance” and each video is considered

as a “bag”. A positive or negative bag Bv is associated with

a bag label Yv ∈ {±1} and the instance-level labels are un-

known. We assume that the reliability ratio is known and

not less than Pv , which is defined as the proportion of posi-

tive instances in the positive bag or the proportion of nega-

tive instances in the negative bag. We denote the transpose

of a vector/matrix by superscript ′. The aim of complex

event detection is to learn a linear SVM classifier for each

event based solely on the video-level label information.

3.2. MILSRI model

According to the above settings, complex event detection

can be transformed into binary classification and solved by

multi-instance learning. In traditional multi-instance learn-

ing methods, one step is to infer instances’ labels, which

means that instance-level labels are updated in training it-

erations. However, it is non-trivial to infer the instances’

labels. We do not infer instance-level labels but train the

SVM classifier by inferring a set of reliable instances.

In this work, we assume the decision function is in the

form of f(x) = w′x + b. Suppose qiv denotes the se-

lection indicator of instance xi
v . If qiv equals to 1, xi

v is

selected as a reliable instance; otherwise, the shot is dis-

carded when training the SVM classier. We further denote

qv = [q1v , ..., q
|Bv|
v ] as the selection indication vector for the

v-th video and |Bv| stands for the cardinality of bag Bv . We

formulate our idea as the following optimization problem:

min
w,b,q

v
,εv

1

2
‖w‖2 + C

V
∑

v=1

(

q′
v
εv − λ‖q

v
‖1 − γ‖q

v
‖2
)

s.t.



















Yv(w
′xi

v + b) ≥ 1− εiv;

εiv ≥ 0;

‖q
v
‖1 ≥ Pv|Bv|;

qiv ∈ {0, 1}.

, v = 1, 2, ..., V

(1)

where C > 0 is the parameter that controls the relative

importance of detection correctness, εv = [ε1v, ..., ε
|Bv|
v ]

is the slack variable vector of the v-th video and λ, γ are

two non-negative parameters. The first term 1
2‖w‖2 con-

trols the complexity of our model to avoid overfitting. The

second term aims to minimize the training errors from a

set of selected confident training instances. To minimize

the second term, we need to set all qv as zeros, which

tends not to select any training instances as confident ones.
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Figure 2: Illustration of different types of shots in videos

and the basic principle of our method. Besides dogs and

hosts, audience usually appears in the event “dog show”

when compared with the event “grooming animal”. A shot

only with a dog is ambiguous in both events. From the per-

spective of SVM, shots with loss ≤ λ are reliable shots,

while those with λ < loss ≤ 1 are ambiguous shots, and

shots with 1 < loss will be treated as noisy shots. These

ambiguous and noisy shots should not be used when train-

ing the SVM classifier.

By adding the negative sign in front of the l1-l2 mixed-

norm regularizer (λ‖q
v
‖1 + γ‖q

v
‖2), we need to set all

qv as ones in order to minimize this -l1-l2 mixed-norm reg-

ularizer, which encourages all training instances to be se-

lected as training instances. By balancing the training er-

rors and the l1-l2 mixed-norm regularizer in Eq. (1), we

can select the most reliable training instances (shots) by us-

ing our newly proposed approach. Next, we describe how

the mixed-norm regularizer and constraints influent multi-

instance learning’s behaviors.

•λ 6= 0, γ = 0: When λ > 0, the instance whose

loss is less than λ is discarded in the iterative process. The

parameter λ is a trade-off to remove unreliable instances.

Meanwhile, when the training errors are becoming smaller

during the iterative process, more selection indicators {qiv}
are expected to become 1 in order to minimize the negative

l1-l2 mixed-norm regularization term. As a result, more and

more instances are added into the reliable instance set, until

no more reliable instances can be added. Fig 2 illustrates

how to select shots for event “dog show” according to λ.

•λ 6= 0, γ 6= 0: We have defined Pv as the lower bound

for the percentage of reliable shots in each video, which can

guarantee that at least Pv|Bv| shots will be selected from

each video when learning the SVM classifier. This con-

straint can conduct selection diversity to some extent, how-

ever, we aim to flexibly select more reliable instances from

different videos by utilizing an additional l2-norm regular-

ization term. Fig 3 illustrates that more reliable instances

can be selected from a diverse set of bags after using this

l2-norm regularizer.

•‖q
v
‖1 ≥ Pv|Bv|: With this constraint, we will choose

at least a certain percentage of reliable instances from each

bag. This can avoid a special case that all instances are

inferred as unreliable instances, which may lead to an in-

correct hyperplane. In the case of Pv = 1/|Bv| if Yv = +1
and Pv = 1 if Yv = −1, our new constraint will become the

constraint in many existing multi-instance learning methods

[1], namely, there is at least one positive instance in each

positive bag and all instances in a negative bag are negative.

3.3. Optimization Strategy

To solve MIL-SRI, we alternately optimize the involved

parameters (w, b) and {qv}Vv=1. Let L(·) ≥ 0 be a classic

loss function for supervised learning, e.g., hinge loss.

• Optimize (w, b) when {qv}Vv=1 is fixed: In this step,

the optimal problem degenerates to the classic weighted

SVM problem [33]:

min
w,b

1

2
‖w‖2 + C

V
∑

v=1

|Bv|
∑

i=1

qivL(Yv,w
′xi

v + b), (2)

which can be easily solved. Suppose |B| is the aver-

age number of shots per video, and d is the number of

the feature dimension. Since we learn a linear SVM

classifier, the computational complexity of this step is

O(max(V |B|, d)min(V |B|, d)2).
• Optimize {qv}Vv=1 when (w, b) is fixed: The goal of

this step is to select the instances according to the reliabil-

ity and diversity. The optimization problem becomes the

following:

min
q
v

V
∑

v=1

(

|Bv|
∑

i=1

qivL(Yv,w
′xi

v + b)− λ‖q
v
‖1 − γ‖q

v
‖2
)

s.t. ‖q
v
‖1 ≥ Pv|Bv|; qiv ∈ {0, 1}; v = 1, 2, ..., V

(3)

We follow [8] to solve this optimal problem and the details

are provided in Alg 1 (see step 3 to step 14). Specifically,

the video shots with j ≤ Pv|Bv| or δ′j < λ + γ/(
√
j +√

j − 1) will be selected into the training process, where j
is the instance rank w.r.t. its loss value within its video.

Since the threshold λ + γ/(
√
j +
√
j − 1) decreases as
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Figure 3: Effect of the l2 norm for the event “repairing

appliance”. In this example, the regularizer 1
2‖w‖2 is ig-

nored and we set C = 1, Pv = 1/|Bv|. When set-

ting λ = 0.1, γ = 0, the algorithm tends to select shots

{b, c, e} in order to achieve the minimal loss 0 while

the constraint ‖q
v
‖1 ≥ Pv|Bv| is satisfied. When setting

λ = 0.1, γ = 0.2, our algorithm selects shots {a, b, c, e, f}
as it can lead to the minimal loss -0.4, which is smaller than

-0.346 when selecting {b, c, e}. Therefore, our algorithm

can select the shots from a diverse set of videos when we

additionally consider the l2-norm based regularizer.

the rank j grows for each video, this optimization strat-

egy penalizes the shots that are monotonously selected from

the same video and thus naturally conducts diversity. The

computational complexity of loss calculation is O(V |B|d)
and the sort operation costs O(V |B|log|B|). Therefore, the

computation complexity of this step is O(V |B|d) because

we usually have d >> log|B|.
3.4. Event Inference

In test time, we use max-pooling to detect whether an

event appears in a video. It is defined as:

score = max(w′xi + b), i = 1, 2, ..., |B|. (4)

Therefore, the final video score is determined only by the

discriminative shot with the highest score.

4. Experiments

In this section, we conduct thorough experiments to val-

idate our method on 1 synthetic dataset and 3 real-world

datasets. The parameter C is set to 1 in all our experiments.

We stop training when the difference of
∑V

v=1‖qv
‖1 be-

tween two iterations is less than 100.

4.1. Experiments on the synthetic dataset

To provide some intuition on the behavior of the pro-

posed MIL-SRI method, we conduct the experiments on a

synthetic dataset with the noisy ratio as 1/11. The noisy ra-

tio is defined as the percentage of negative instances in pos-

itive bags or the percentage of positive instances in negative

Algorithm 1: Optimization Procedure

Input : Instances {{xi
v}}; Video-level labels {Yv};

Reliability ratio {Pv}; Video length {|Bv|};
Parameters C, λ, γ.

Output: Classifier (w, b).
Initialization: qiv ← 1.

1 while not convergence do

2 optimize (w, b) when qv is fixed;

3 for v = 1 to V do

4 calculate loss δi = L(Yv,w
′xi

v + b);
5 sort {δi} in ascending order→ {δ′j};
6 denote τ(j) as δ′j = δτ(j);

7 for j = 1 to |Bv| do

8 if δ′j < λ+ γ√
j+

√
j−1

orj ≤ Pv|Bv| then

9 q
τ(j)
v ← 1;

10 else

11 q
τ(j)
v ← 0;

12 end

13 end

14 end

15 end

bags. In our experiments, each bag contains 11 instances

with each representing a point (x, y) in a two-dimensional

space R
2. If x > 0, the instance is positive; otherwise it is

negative. In the training examples, the normal instances are

sampled from the Gaussian distribution (N (0, 2),N (0, 1))
and the noisy instances are sampled from the Gaussian dis-

tribution (N (0, 0.01),N (0, 1)). Since the training points

in the dataset are symmetric with respect to the y-axis,

the ideal hyperplane is x = 0. For test examples, we

rescale the sample space in order to accurately evaluate the

learned hyperplane, in which all instances are sampled from

(N (0, 0.01),N (0, 1)). The training dataset contains 2,000

bags and the test dataset contains 1,000 bags. We evaluate

the following 4 methods on this dataset:

• Sparse MIL: Calculate the central point for each bag

by the operation of average-pooling on instances, which

aims to train a bag-level classifier.

• SIL-SVM: Assign instances’ labels as the correspond-

ing bags’ label and then train an instance-level classifier.

• SMIL-TopK: Choose the most confident k instances

in each bag to train an instance-level classifier. Since each

bag contains 11 instances, the parameter k is set from 1 to

10.

• MIL-SRI: Since the bags are sampled from the same

distributions without diversity, we set γ = 0 and λ is chosen

from {10−4, 10−3, 10−2, 10−1, 1, 10} in our experiments.

From the results illustrated in Fig 4, we can see that

MIL-SRI learns the closest hyperplane to the ideal hyper-
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Figure 4: Classification accuracy comparisons on the syn-

thetic dataset.

plane x = 0 and therefore achieves the best accuracy 0.972.

Sparse MIL obtains the lowest accuracy because the learned

hyperplane is severely shifted. We also illustrate the effects

of different λs on MIL-SRI and the effects of different ks on

SMIL-TopK. Our MIL-SRI outperforms the SMIL-TopK

with 0.5% improvement and much larger performance im-

provement is achieved on the real-words datasets.

4.2. Experiments on the real datasets

In this section, we conduct thorough experiments on the

real datasets to evaluate our proposed framework.

Table 1: mAP(%) comparison of baselines on the

TRECVID MEDTest-14 and MEDTest-13 datasets.

MEDTest-14 MEDTest-13

100Ex 10Ex 100Ex 10Ex

Sparse MIL 19.8 14.3 23.3 16.4

SIL-SVM 22.2 18.5 24.0 19.8

RNN-LSTM 31.1 20.4 33.8 21.7

SMIL-TopK 36.9 26.2 40.5 26.9

MIL-SRI (Ours) 38.6 28.4 43.1 28.7

Datasets: Following recent works on Multimedia Event

Detection (MED) [3, 32], we test on three real-world event

detection datasets. To our best knowledge, these are the

largest public datasets for complex event detection.

• MEDTest-14: The TRECVID MEDTest 2014 dataset

contains approximately 100 positive training examples

per event, and all events share the same (∼5000) neg-

ative training exemplars. The testing set has approx-

imately 23,000 videos. There are 20 events in total,

whose detailed descriptions can be found at 1.

• MEDTest-13: Similar to MEDTest 2014 dataset. Note

that 10 of 20 events overlap with those in MEDTest-14.

The detailed event description can be found at 2.

• CCV: The Columbia Consumer Video dataset contains

9,317 videos in total from 20 semantic categories, in-

cluding events like “baseball” and “parade” [9].

For the two MED datasets, we detect each event separately

according to the NIST standard. We consider both 100Ex

and 10Ex settings provided by NIST, which have 100 and

10 positive training exemplars respectively.

Feature extraction: We first segment each video into

multiple video shots using the color histogram difference

as the indication of the shot boundary. For simplicity,

we choose the center frame from each shot, resize it to

224 × 224 and extract the frame feature from the fc6 layer

of VGG16 [24].

Evaluation metric: According to the NIST standard,

we evaluate the event detection performance by mean Av-

erage Precision (mAP). Average precision (AP) is a single-

valued metric approximating the area under the precision-

recall curve, which is widely used in information retrieval

tasks. Mean Average Precision is the mean of AP over all

event classes.

4.2.1 Comparison with the baseline algorithms

We first evaluate the performances of different baselines.

Except the baseline methods in Sec 4.1, we additionally

evaluate the method based on Recurrent Neural Networks

(RNN).

In the RNN-LSTM baseline, we sample one frame per

second from the video and then extract the same CNN

feature for each frame. Afterwards, the Long Short-Term

Memory (LSTM) [7] network takes CNN features as inputs

and generates an output at each step. We average the out-

put activations and conduct a 21-way classification (20 cat-

egories and 1 background category). The LSTM cell size is

set to 1,024.

In the SMIL-TopK method, the parameter k is

decided by using cross-validation from the range

{0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.9}. In our method, both λ and γ are

decided by using cross-validation from the range of

{10−5, 10−4, 10−3, 10−2, 10−1, 1, 10, 102}. We set the

percentage Pv to 0.1 and 0.5 for positive and negative

videos, respectively. We follow the TRECVID protocol

1http://nist.gov/itl/iad/mig/med14.cfm
2http://nist.gov/itl/iad/mig/med13.cfm
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Table 2: mAP(%) comparison between our MIL-SRI method and the state-of-the-art baselines using a single type of feature

on the TRECVID MEDTest-14, MEDTest-13 and CCV datasets.

(a) MEDTest-14

Method 100Ex 10Ex

DP [17] 28.8 17.6

∝-SVM [13] 28.6 17.4

ESR [12] 29.6 18.4

CNN-Exp [36] 29.7 –

STN [10] 30.4 19.8

C3D [26] 31.4 20.5

MIFS [14] 29.0 14.9

CNN + VLAD [30] 35.7 23.2

NI-SVM [3] 34.4 26.1

MIL-SRI (Ours) 38.6 28.4

(b) MEDTest-13

Method 100Ex 10Ex

Video Story [6] 32.0 19.6

∝-SVM [13] 33.4 21.6

ESR [12] 36.2 20.1

C3D [26] 36.9 22.2

MIFS [14] 36.9 19.3

STN [10] 37.1 20.4

StMM + TP [21] 38.6 21.8

CNN + VLAD [30] 40.3 25.6

NI-SVM [3] 39.2 26.8

MIL-SRI (Ours) 43.1 28.7

(c) CCV

Method CCV

Benchmark [9] 59.5

∝-SVM [13] 64.3

FWOT [31] 60.3

GRLF [34] 64.0

SSLF [19] 69.5

RDNN [29] 70.6

StMM + TP [21] 71.7

C3D [26] 77.2

NI-SVM [3] 78.3

MIL-SRI (Ours) 77.9

(a) MEDTest-14 100Ex (b) MEDTest-14 10Ex

Figure 5: Per event AP (%) comparison on the MEDTest-14 dataset. The figures are best viewed in color.

and train one detector for each event. The experimental

results are reported in Table 1.

From the experimental results, we can see that sparse

MIL and SIL-SVM methods achieve lower performances.

The RNN-LSTM method can be treated as one type of

pooling operation and it achieves better performance. Both

SMIL-TopK and MIL-SRI attain higher performances,

which demonstrates the importance of using reliable shots.

4.2.2 Comparison with models using a single feature

In this section, we compare our method with a few recent

state-of-the-art methods that use a single type of feature.

The experimental results are reported in Table 2. Note that

we list the numbers directly from the papers. When the re-

sults are not available, we use the code from the respective

authors to obtain the results by ourselves. Following [10],

we pre-train Spatial Temporal Network (STN) by using the

Sports-1M dataset [10]. Then we fine-tune the top three

layers using the tested datasets. We also use the pre-trained

C3D network [26] and fine-tune with the tested dataset.

From the experimental results, we can observe that

the proposed method compares favorably against the other

methods. Note that previous methods can only achieve

the best performance on some datasets, e.g., Xu et al.

[30] achieved the state-of-the-art results on MEDTest-13

100Ex while Chang et al. [3] obtained the best perfor-

mance on MEDTest-13 10Ex. However, our method con-

sistently achieves the state-of-the-art performance on both

MEDTest-13 and MEDTest-14 datasets. Specifically, we

outperform the state-of-the-art methods by 2.9% (2.3%) on

MEDTest-14 100Ex (10Ex) and 2.8% (1.9%) on MEDTest-

13 100Ex (10Ex), which is a large improvement for both

datasets.

Next, we study the influence of the norms in the regular-

izer on MEDTest-14 dataset. Note that λ and γ are two non-

negative parameters to balance the reliability and diversity,

respectively. Specially, we report the results of MIL-SRI,

MIL-SRI without diversity by setting γ = 0 and SMIL-

TopK. The results are shown in Fig 5. From the experimen-

tal results, we can observe that our MIL-SRI method consis-
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Figure 6: Visualization of shot selection results. There are three types of shots, i.e., reliable shots, ambiguous shots and

noisy shots. In ambiguous shots, we can observe semantic ambiguity and visual ambiguity. Specifically, semantically

ambiguous shots have similar semantic meaning to the target event or contain a few of elementary concepts about it. In

visually ambiguous shots, the event actually happens but can not be detected evidently due to dim weather, camera angles

or distances. These ambiguous shots lead to non-discriminative event features and our MIL-SRL removes them from the

training set. The figures are best viewed in color.

tently outperforms the special case (MIL-SRI with γ = 0)

and SMIL-TopK. It indicates the effectiveness of l2 norm

in the regularizer. To be specific, for the event “rock climb-

ing” (E027), the MIL-SRI method significantly outperforms

the other two methods on MEDTest-14 100Ex (32.64% vs

30.76% and 29.78%).

Table 3: mAP (%) comparison against state-of-the-art sys-

tems that fuse multiple types of features on the TRECVID

MEDTest-14 and MEDTest-13 datasets.

MEDTest-14 MEDTest-13

100Ex 10Ex 100Ex 10Ex

C3D [26] + IDT 33.6 22.1 39.5 26.7

CNN-Exp [36] 38.7 – – –

CNN + VLAD [30] 36.8 24.5 44.6 29.8

NI-SVM + IDT [3] 38.1 27.2 46.3 31.5

MIL-SRI (Ours) + IDT 41.5 29.6 49.7 34.6

To demonstrate how our method works in complex event

detection, we show some results of shot selection after the

second training iteration in Fig 6. As can be seen, our

method is able to distinguish the three types of shots, i.e.,

reliable shots, ambiguous shots and noisy shots.

4.2.3 Comparison with the state-of-the-art systems

We also compare our method with some state-of-the-art sys-

tems that combine multiple types of features. Improved

Dense Trajectories (IDT) [27] have dominated complex

event detection in the past few years due to their excellent

performance over other features. We fuse the prediction

results from VGG16 and IDT by averaging classification

scores.

The experimental results are reported in Table 3, from

which we observe that the proposed method performs com-

petitively against all the existing methods. After fusing the

IDT feature, mAP can be improved from 28.4% to 29.6%
on MEDTest-14 10Ex and even more improvement is ob-

tained on MEDTest-13 100Ex (from 43.1% to 49.7%). It

shows the benefit of fusing motion features in complex

event detection.

Xu et al. [30] fused multiple features from three dif-

ferent layers of VGG16, i.e., pool5, fc6 and fc7. Our

method consistently outperforms [30] in both MEDTest-

13 and MEDTest-14 datasets with about 5% absolute im-

provement. We also outperforms the previous state-of-the-

art system [3] by more than 3% absolute improvement on

MEDTest-13 dataset. Our method thus achieves the new

state-of-the-art result on both MEDTest-14 and MEDTest-

13 datasets.

5. Conclusion

To avoid the possibility that irrelevant shots may mis-
lead detection, we aim to distinguish reliable and unreli-
able shots based solely on video-level labels. In this pa-
per, we make a more reasonable assumption that both re-
liable and unreliable shots can occur in all videos and aim
to learn SVM classifiers only by reliable shots. To solve the
problem, we formulate this task as a multi-instance learning
problem. Further, we propose the MIL-SRI method which
can adaptively select reliable instances and needn’t infer in-
stances’ label. By this method, we attain the state-of-the-art
performance in complex event detection on two real-world
datasets.
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